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ABSTRACT 
In conventional E-commerce system, only plain product information is supplied via Internet.  However, if we can supply also 

technical support, it will become the next generation E-commerce. Glass fiber industry is limited society with less open material 

data. To promote the sales of secondary raw material for glass fiber industry, we are developing an E-commerce system which can 

supply technical information and support design of glass fiber products.  The system supports physical/chemical information, 

material design technique, and quality evaluation of manufacturing technique and products.  These are going be connected to the 

CHN International Electronic Accounting and Distribution System. 
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1.  INTROUCTION – FIBER INDUSTRY 
Fiber glass is an special limited industry having not 
so much of market and few opened precise 
information materials inspite of having high level of 
technology.  Fig.1 shows the world market size of 
glass fibers originally investigated by NBL Co., Ltd.  
Though about ten years ago, US, Japan, and Europe 
occupied almost market, presently are caught up with 
developing countries, and center of production has 
been moving to Southeast Asia as shown in Fig.2. 

Between these ten years the most grown up 
country is China, and they are producing glass 
fiber goods all-roundly as shown in Fig.3, whose 
amount of product is growing 40-50%/year as 
shown in Fig.4.  They became top of the world in 

Fig.1: World market size of glass fibers. 



2006, and we feel their energy possibly occupying 75% of world share in 2009.  As shown in Fig.5, the 
main raw materials of glass fiber is non-organic materials easy to supply locally and chemical materials 
(secondary materials) necessary for the manufacturing are exported from advanced countries as well as the 
facilities.  Capacity of the Chinese market of the secondary materials is several ten thousand tons as 
shown in Fig.6, or 100 million US$ as shown in Fig.7, and its world market is three times. 

 

We, NBL Co., Ltd, 
succeeded the engineering 
service business including 
providing technical 
know-how for the 
manufacturing aiming selling 
the secondary materials to 
these market by utilizing IT 
[1], made sure of 10 % world 
share (about 50% Chinese 
share) in the glass fiber 
market, and made firm 
inroads into the foreign market.  These research results are presented in this conference. 
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Fig.6: Chinese market capacity of secondary raw materials  
of glass fibers (research by NBL; 2007). 

Fig.3: Amount of each kind of product (by NBL).



中国の副原料、品種別潜在市場規模
(金額USD）
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Fig.7: Market capacity of secondary raw materials (by NBL). 

2. COMMON BASIC      
KNOWLEDGE 
Since fiber glass industry is small 
and the number of committing 
engineers is not so many, there 
exist few technological information 
materials and even more its 
technological contents are not 
opened so much.  In such 
situations, if we can sell necessary 
secondary materials and products 
via internet under the conditions of 
providing techniques including 
patents, we can obtain profit in the 
technical service business, and we 
can construct a new business 
model with high competitive 
power.  The first step is providing 
users the above world market 
information.  The 2nd step for 
such technical information is the 
basic technological knowledge of such as chemical and physical basic experiments shown in Fig.8 and 9. 
 

3. BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF FIBER MANUFACTURING 
Explaining detail of basic theory 
of manufacturing and designing 
glass fiber, and providing for 
each product whole technical 
contents necessary for designing 
each product are provided as the 
3rd step.  The basic structure of 
glass fiber for electronics board 
is shown in Fig.10, and its 
enlarged fiber structure is shown 
in Fig.11.  By  providing 
unopened  technical contents 
via Internet, we can serve 
specific users.  Concerning design of the secondary raw material, research results of NBL are also 
explained from total view point as shown in Fig.12.  

 

 

Fig.9: Basic technique of physics (from NBL Net Service). 



4.  BASIC TECHNOLOGY OF SECONDARY RAW MATERIAL 
The necessary secondary raw material for fibers is starch, and there are two kinds of method for making it 
pasty.  They are method of heating and combining by open cooker called Japanese style as shown in Fig. 
13, and jet cocker method called American style.  In the net, cooking conditions and managing standards 
are also explained in detail as shown in Fig.14.  Jet cooker is also explained in detail including 
manufacturing condition as shown in Fig.15.  Fig.16 shows an example of the manufacturing combining 
condition for the jet cooker.  Fig.17 shows explaining in detail about quality of the pasted starch. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10: Basic structure of glass fiber ( NBL Net Service)

Fig.11: Enlarged fiber structure 
       (from NBL Net Service). 

 

Fig.12: Constitution of secondary raw materials 
for glass fibers (from NBL Net Service). 

 
Fig.14  Cooking condition of open cooker 

(from NBL Net Service). 

 

Fig.13: Open cooker (from NBL Net Service). 



 

5. QUARITY CONTROL OF PRODUCT 
In manufacturing glass fibers, we need a lot of 
know-how.  As an example, we provide via Internet.  
Fig.18 shows major points related to the quality of 
product.  Fig.19 shows explanation of cause of 
occurring fluff.  Fig.20 shows explanation of where 
and why occurring fluff in the process.  Also the 
causes and points of occurring fluff of yarn are 
explained as shown in Fig.21. 
 

 

Fig.18: Points related to product quality  
(from NBL Net Service). 

 

Fig.15  Jet cooker (from NBL Net Service).

Fig.16  Combining condition of jet cooker 
 (from NBL Net Service). 

 

Fig.17  Quality of pasted starch. 
(from NBL Net Service). 

 

Fig.19: Cause of fluff (from NBL Net Service). 



 
Fig.20  Where and why occurring fluff in 
manufacturing process (from NBL Net Service). 
 

6. PROCESS OF PRODUCING FW ROVING 
Fig.22 shows the sizing method of filament winding roving which is the representative product of glass 
fiber roving.  It shows how the fibers passing in emulsion including coupling, lubricant, surfactant, sizing 
binding materials etc are winded, and then dried up by heating, further melted by heating, and finally 
processed to roving. 
 

Process of Producing FW Roving

Fig.7:  Sizing method for filament winding roving
 

Fig.22: Sizing method for FW roving 
          (from NBL Net Service). 
 

7. DESIGN/COMBINATION SERVICE OF SECONDARY RAW MATERIALS     
Network supports the necessary basic physical calculations as shown in Fig.23.  Thus the network can 
supports all the design for manufacturing. Quality standard is very important in the E-commerce with 
customers from different areas/countries.  Therefore, the network supplies detailed quality standard for the 
products.  Fig.24 shows an example of quality standard of secondary raw material for FW (Filament 
Winding method for pipe manufacturing).  Fig.25 shows an example of quality standard of glass fiber 
products for FW.   
 

 

Fig.21  Points of occurring fluff of yarn. 

Fig.23: Design support for secondary raw materials 
for FW (from NBL Net Service). 



 

Fig.24: Quality standard of secondary raw materials  
for FW (from NBL Net Service). 

 

8. BASIS OF MANUFACTURING MAT 
The system supports also manufacturing process of fiber mat.  They also include documents of 
production technique, optimum production condition, production method in laboratory, and  
Technical materials provided by the net service are web pages, able to print to the regular document size of 
A4.  Fig.26 shows a format of each technical material, and Fig.27 shows a sample of explaining method 
in the materials.  Also necessary information is provided as in Fig.28.  How to determine the optimum 
manufacturing condition and model of the manufacturing condition are explained as shown in Fig.29.  
Confirming method in laboratory before manufacturing in the line is explained as shown in Fig.30.  Basis 
of quality of products (Fig.31) and QA of technical explanation (Fig.32) are also provided. 
 

 
Fig.26: Format of each technical material 

          (from NBL Net Service). 
 

 

Fig.25: Quality standard of glass fiber products.  

 

Fig.27 Explaining style in materials 



 

Fig.32: QA, technical explanation  
(from NBL Net Service). 

 

Fig.28: Necessary detailed information 
          (from NBL Net Service). 
 

 

Fig.30: Laboratory manufacturing  
(from NBL Net Service). 

 

 

 

 
9. OTHER FUNCTIONS 
The system also provides commercial information 
of products including basic quality data of product 
(Fig.33), compatibility of products (Fig.34), 
MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) for exports 
(Fig.35), specification of product (Fig.36) which 
may be used for dealing maker guarantee 
document, certificate of approval of ISO (Fig.37), 

product information (Fig.38), information of packing shape, and information of material makers (Fig.39).   

 

Fig.31: Basis of quality of products. 

 
Fig.29: Optimum manufacturing condition of mat  

(from NBL Net Service). 

 
Fig.33  Basic quality data of product (from NBL Net Service). 



 
Fig.34: Compatibility of products 

             (from NBL Net Service). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.36: Specification of product including  

coverage of guarantee(from NBL Net Service).  

 

10. CONCLUSIONS 
Thus, by providing and supporting combined various technical, commercial, and dealing 
information/service on the Internet, we can enhance sales by E-commerce. However, smart linkage 
between each information is always a problem and remained as to be developed. 
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Fig.35: MSDS of secondary raw material  
(from NBL Net Service). 

Fig.37  Certificate of approval of ISO 
(from NBL Net Service). 



 

Fig.38: Product information 
            (from NBL Net Service) 

 

Fig.39: Introduction of material makers  
(from NBL Net Service). 


